THEOREM. Let A and B be nontrivial finitely generated nilpotent groups. Under the stronger assumption that B is either finite or abelian, this was proved by Yeo Kok Chye [7] . I n the simplest case not covered by his work, B has a cyclic subgroup o f finite index, and the problem can be translated to one concerning representations o f such B over finite prime fields. Du rin g the last years of his life, S. D. Berman made substantial contributions to the representation theory o f (not necessarily nilpotent) groups which have cyclic subgroups o f finite index. H e and the first author o f this paper repeatedly discussed the possibility that their results could be applied in the context of wreath products. Indeed, the results which are used in the proof below and which are more recent than Yeo Kok Chye [7] come from Berman and Buzdsi [2] .
We do not know whether the theorem remains valid if one omits the condition that B i be finite. F o r example, let p and q be distinct primes, A a group o f order p, and B the group defined by the presentation The second author gratefully acknowledges the hospitality of the University of Essen and the support of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, which he enjoyed dur ing the preparation of this paper. The proof of the theorem will occupy the rest of the paper.
2. Y e° Ko k Chye [7] started by proving, in the last paragraph o f his §1, that if A is a finitely generated nilpotent group and if B has a nontrivial finite quotient then d (A wr B )> + d(A).
In the first paragraph of the proof of his (5), he showed that when discussing minimal generating sets o f A wr B and A x B with nilpotent A, one may replace A by A I A' H e then noted that d(A wr B )> d(A x B) whenever A is abelian. Th u s for proving a theorem like ours it suffices to show that A wr B can be generated by maxf1 + d(A),d(A x B)} elements whenever A is abelian.
A finitely generated abelian A is the direct product o f a free abelian A o and a finite abelian A 1 , with
F o r fi n i t e l y g e n e r a t e d nilpotent B one has then
) .
Consider can be generated by
that is, by max{ 1 + d(A), d(A x B)1 elements. Th u s fo r proving a theorem like ours it suffices to show that A wr B can be generated by the right number of elements whenever A is abelian and finite. Strictly speaking, our theorem for finite B was proved in [7] , as item (4), only when A is also finite: the argument above shows that no such assumption on A was needed there. Fo r abelian B, our theorem was item (5) in [7] . I t s proof involved constructing an explicit generating set o f the right size f o r A wr B. Beyond the initial reduction quoted above, we shall not use (5) o f [7] here. Ou r arguments will be non-constructive in the sense that they give little help towards finding actual generating sets o f minimal size in A wr B. Even for finite A and B, we know o f no constructions beyond the rather special ones given in the unpublished parts of the thesis [6] o f Yeo Kok Chye.
3. The central step in the proof of our theorem is the following. Let F be a free group o f finite rank and F I R a nilpotent quotient o f F containing a finite normal subgroup WI? such that FI Q is infinite cyclic. Choose a prime p not dividing I WRI , denote by RIR/RP the largest elementary abelian pquotient o f R, and regard RI R 1 R P a s a n
of p elements and the action o f F I R on RIR/RP coming fro m conjugation
in F. Since every finitely generated nilpotent group is finitely presented, R is the normal closure o f finitely many elements in F, and therefore RIR/RP is a finitely generated Fp (F /R )-module.
LEMMA. Th e free F p
image of RI R' RP.
COROLLARY. I f A is a finite abelian p-group with d (A ) < d (F ) and a is the natural homomorphism o f A wr (FI R) onto FIR, then F has a homomorphism r onto A wr R ) such that the composite Ta is the natural homomorphism o f F onto FI R.
Deferring the proof of the lemma until later, we show here how the corollary follows fro m the lemma, and in the next section we derive the theorem from this corollary.
By the lemma, RIR/RP has a submodule S/KRP such that RI S is a free hence a can be corrected if necessary to ensure that the composite mentioned is precisely the natural map F F I R . Because F is free, the a so chosen may be written as the composite of a r: F A wr(F R) with the homomorphism 7t A wr (F I R) ( A I AP) wr (F I R) obtained f ro m the natural projection APP. O f course then roi is the natural map F -F I R . It remains to prove that r is surjective. Sin ce Ta is surjective, F t s u pplements the kernel AB o f a. I f F r is a proper subgroup, it is contained in some maximal subgroup H of our finitely generated wreath product, and then AB n H is a maximal l(F/R)-su b mo d u le o f AB T h e quotient AB/(AB n H) is a simple module and so must have prime exponent: thus AB n H contains the kernel (AP)B o f 7t I t follows that Hit is still a proper subgroup, contrary to the surjectivity of a (= nit). Thus F r cannot be proper, and the deduction of the corollary is complete. 4 . We have already seen that the theorem holds when B is finite, so in the sequel B will always be assumed infinite. Then 1 + d (A) < d (A x B) , so what we have to prove is that A wr B can be generated by d (A x B) elements.
For an element g o f a group G, let n (g ) denote the set o f prime divisors o f the order Igl o f g. When the subgroup generated by g is infinite, we say that I I = O and n (g ) is the set o f all primes. Each finitely generated abelian G has generating sets I g t , ,
Set G = B I B ' and choose such a generating set. Since B is nilpotent and B' is finite, in each coset g, one can choose an element b, such that n (b )-n(g,).
[This is the only point where the finiteness of B' is used.] The subgroup of B generated
and B = (bi,...,bd(B)). The effect of the assumption that B be infinite is that I bd(B)1 = O.
For
fo r a l l p . Let A be a finite abelian group and Ap the largest p-quotient o f A. I t is easy to see that
what we shall use is that consequently
. A wr B such that 97r p = p r f o r a l l r e l e v a n t p . W e c l a i m t h a t t h i s 9 must be surjective. Since 9oz is surjective, it suffices to show that Ftp contains the kernel o f a. That kernel is the base group of A wrB, and it is an abelian torsion group: so all we need to show is that Ftp contains each prime-power order element x o f that base group. I f p is the prime divisor o f the order of x, use that 97t p = p i , , a
kernel such that m E I (mo d lx1): then f m9 = xm = x. Th is proves that 9 is surjective, so A wr B can be generated by d(A x B) elements, and the deduction o f the theorem from the corollary of the lemma is complete.
5. I t remains to prove the lemma. Th e notation used in the last section has served its purpose: w e now return to the notation o f §3. T h u s F I R is a nilpotent group with a finite normal subgroup Q I R such that I Q is infinite cyclic: I Q = (f Q ). S in ce Q I R is finite, so is the index o f its centralizer in F I R. Sin ce p does not divide V I R I and F I R is nilpotent, p cannot divide that index either. L e t k be the least positive integer such that f k centralizes QIR: b y the foregoing, p does not divide k. No w ( f k R ) commutes with f R and with Q/R, so it is an infinite cyclic subgroup in the centre of F I R . is a homomorphic image o f U R " then the free R-module o f rank d is a homomorphic image o f U. T h is sketch shows that it suffices to prove the italicized claim above for full matrix algebras R over crossed group algebras of the kind mentioned.
Suppose then that R is the full matrix algebra of degree n over some ring S, and let e be one of the diagonal matrix units in R (that is, a matrix with one diagonal entry 1 and all the other entries 0). Then ReR = R, and eRe may be naturally identified with S. The functors -O R R e a n d also, Uo R Re is a finitely generated S-module, while (UOR Re)I (Um OR Re) is
